Northern Virginia Table Tennis Club (NVTTC)
Tournament Results
The Northern Virginia Table Tennis Club (NVTTC) Spring Tournament was held this
weekend (11-12 April) at the Old Firehouse in McLean. There were a total of 27 entries
in the three events- Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced. Results are below (in the
photos, 1st place trophies are Blue and 2nd place trophies are Green).

BEGINNER:
In the Beginner group, Yon Wacker defeated Gerardo Chinchilla for the 1 st place trophy.

Yon Wacker and Gerardo Chinchilla- Beginner Event

____________________________________________________________________________

INTERMEDIATE:
In the Intermediate group, there were sufficient entries that we had two Round Robins. Ken Spitz and Joe Segal
advanced out of one round robin, and Pedro Pallaroso and Gary Nelson advanced from the other. Pedro and Ken
won their respective semifinal matches, and Pedro took the 1st place trophy by defeating Ken in the finals
match.

Pedro Pallaroso and Ken Spitz- Intermediate Event

____________________________________________________________________________
ADVANCED:
In the Advanced group, there were sufficient entries that we had two Round Robins. Enrique Matta and Pedro
Pallaroso advanced out of one round robin, and Eddy Ceballos and Luis Canedo advanced from the other.
Enrique and Pedro won their respective semifinal matches, and Enrique took the 1st place trophy by defeating
Pedro in the finals match.

Enrique Matta and Pedro Pallaroso- Advanced Event

On behalf of the NVTTC Executive Committee, congratulations to the winners and thanks to each of the
entrants for their participation and good sportsmanship. In addition, I owe a particular thanks to Fred Siskind for
giving up most of his weekend to record and track scores and keep things running smoothly. And a similar
thanks to Joe Segal for acting as our photographer. Joe took the trophy award photos in this email, as well as
many action shots which we’ll try to make available for viewing in the near future.
Last and certainly not least, we thank our hosts from the McLean Community Center’s Old Firehouse - Ryan
Brookes and Andrew Carter- for the use of their marvelous facility. They also provided the tables and nets, and
the staff set up and took down the tables, barriers and seating arrangements for each event.
Tom Norwood
President, NVTTC

